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Flame structure, flow topology and the relative alignments of principal strain rates with scalar gradients
and the vorticity vector in turbulent spray flames arising from mono-disperse droplets have been anal-
ysed using three-dimensional Direct Numerical Simulations (DNS) data. An extensive parametric analysis
has been performed for a range of values of droplet equivalence ratio (/dÞ, droplet diameter (adÞ and
turbulence intensity (u0). The results have been analysed to analyse the statistical behaviours of the align-
ments of the gradients of mixture fraction and reaction progress variable and of the vorticity vector (~x)
with the local principal strain rates. The resulting alignments of reactive scalar gradient and vorticity
with local principal strain rates in droplet-laden flames have been compared to those observed for a
gaseous stoichiometric premixed flame under the same turbulent flow conditions. The differences in
behaviour have been identified in terms of the statistical behaviours of scalar gradient and vorticity align-
ments with local principal strain rates in terms of the eight local flow topologies, classified as either focal
(four topologies) or nodal (four topologies), in four zones across the flame: leading edge, preheat zone,
burning reactants and trailing edge. This information has in turn been utilised to offer detailed physical
explanations for the observed differences in alignment statistics of reactive scalar gradient and vorticity
between turbulent premixed and spray flames. The implications of scalar gradient and vorticity align-
ment on the statistical behaviours of scalar–turbulence interaction and vortex stretching terms have been
discussed in detail along with explanations for their dependences on droplet size, droplet equivalence
ratio and turbulence intensity.
 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an openaccess article under the CCBY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).1. Introduction
Flame propagation into turbulent droplet-laden mixtures plays
a key role in many important engineering applications, for exam-
ple, Internal Combustion (IC) engines [1], aero-gas turbines [2,3]
and the prediction and control of hazards [4] amongst others.Experimental data [2–11], analytical studies [13–15] and computa-
tional analyses [16–20] involving flame propagation into droplet-
laden mixtures, both under turbulent and laminar flow conditions,
suggest complex underlying physical processes, depending on the
simultaneous interaction of evaporative heat and mass transfer,
fluid dynamics and combustion thermo-chemistry. All the afore-
mentioned analyses suggested that there could be significant dif-
ferences between the overall equivalence ratio (considering fuel
in both liquid and gaseous phases) and gaseous equivalence ratio
and this difference often originates principally due to incomplete
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gaseous equivalence ratios along with droplet inertia could give
rise augmentation/reduction of burning rate in quiescent and low
turbulence conditions but these effects diminish with an increase
in turbulence intensity [9–12]. Recent advances in computational
power has made it possible to carry out Direct Numerical Simula-
tions (DNS) of the carrier phase in droplet combustion, which have
contributed significantly to both the physical understanding and
modelling of the combustion of turbulent droplet-laden mixtures
[20–32]. For example, the effects of equivalence ratio and droplet
size on flamelet modelling of spray combustion and spray flame
propagation have been analysed using two-dimensional and
three-dimensional DNS in Refs. [19,20] respectively. The effects
of droplet loading and Stokes number have been addressed in
Ref. [21], whereas the statistical properties of mixture fraction
and preferential segregation of droplets in spray combustion have
been analysed using DNS data in Refs. [22,24]. The DNS data of
spray combustion have also been used for model development
and assessment in the context of flamelet [19,27,29] and
conditional moment [25,27] closures. DNS has also been used for
obtaining fundamental understanding of autoignition [23] and
forced ignition [28,30–32] of droplet-laden mixtures. It is
worth noting that simple chemistry DNS is used in Refs. [20–29],
whereas detailed chemistry used for three-dimensional DNS in
Refs. [30–32].
The aforementioned experimental, analytical and computa-
tional analyses did not focus on the statistical behaviour of the
alignment of reactive scalar gradient and vorticity, and flow
topologies in turbulent spray flames. The alignment of scalar gradi-
ent with local principal strain rates plays an important role in the
transport of the Scalar Dissipation Rate (SDR) and the Flame
Surface Density (FSD), and hence in the closure of SDR- and
FSD-based models [33,34]. Previous studies on transport of passive
scalars have shown that the scalar gradient preferentially aligns
with the most compressive principal strain rate ec [35–45]. Batch-
elor [35] and Gibson [36] predicted preferential alignment of pas-
sive scalar gradient with ec based on analytical studies, which were
subsequently confirmed by numerical simulations [37–42] and
probability density function based analyses [43]. It has been found
that the presence of buoyancy [44] and stratification [45] does not
alter the passive scalar gradient alignment with the most compres-
sive principal strain rate. Conversely, recent studies of turbulent
premixed [46–50] and stratified [51] flames demonstrated that
the scalar gradient may preferentially align with the most exten-
sive principal strain rate ea in the regions of intense heat release
due to the strong influence of strain rate arising from flame normal
acceleration. Furthermore, the alignment of the vorticity vector
with the local principal strain rate is of fundamental importance
for the understanding and modelling of turbulent fluid motion, as
the alignment statistics directly affect the nature of the vortex-
stretching mechanism [39,40,52–66]. The predominant alignment
of the vorticity vector with the intermediate principal strain rate
eb in non-reacting flows has been reported based on semi-
analytical [56,62], numerical [42,43,53–55,60] and experimental
[52,57–59] analyses, and a qualitative similar behaviour has been
reported also for reacting turbulent flows [63–66]. The statistics
of the alignments of reactive scalar gradient and vorticity vector
with local principal strain rates are yet to be analysed in spray
flames. The present analysis addresses this gap in the existing lit-
erature by carrying out fully three-dimensional Direct Numerical
Simulations (DNS) of turbulent flame propagation into droplet mist
where fuel is supplied as monodisperse droplets. Here, the fuel is
supplied entirely in the form of monodisperse droplets on the
unburned gas side of the flame which, in turn, give rise to the
gaseous fuel through evaporation as considered by Neophytouand Mastorakos [67] who analysed the effects of volatility, droplet
diameter and droplet equivalence ratio on burning velocity in one-
dimensional laminar flames where fuel was supplied as mono-
disperse droplets. The droplet equivalence ratio is defined as
/d ¼ ðmF;d=mOÞ=ðmF=mOÞst where mF;d is the mass of fuel in droplet
form, mO is the mass of oxidizer and ðmF=mOÞst is the ratio of the
mass of fuel to the mass of oxidizer in the stoichiometric mixture.
The present approach follows that used in a number of recent
papers on the combustion of turbulent droplet-laden mixtures
[19–32], in which the gaseous phase was treated in typical Eulerian
fashion and the droplets were considered as sub-grid particles and
were tracked in a Lagrangian manner.
Local flow field topologies in turbulent flows have been the
subject of a number of studies for non-reacting turbulent flows
[68–79]. By means of the velocity-gradient tensor, Aij ¼ @ui=@xj,
and its invariants, P, Q and R (i.e. 1st–3rd invariants), Chong et al.
[68] assigned all possible local small-scale three-dimensional flow
topologies for both compressible and incompressible flows to 8
categories. The topologies, denoted S1—S8, distinguish 8 regions
in three-dimensional P—Q—R phase space which are classified as
either stable or unstable, nodal or focal and compressing or
stretching, as depicted schematically in Fig. 1. A number of studies
have investigated the statistical behaviour of the local flow
topologies within Q—R plane as P ¼ 0 for incompressible flows
[68–74,76]. Chong et al. [68] and Perry and Chong [69] assigned
all possible local small-scale three-dimensional flow topologies
for both compressible and incompressible flows to 8 categories
based on the invariants, P, Q and R of the velocity-gradient tensor,
Aij ¼ @ui=@xj where ui is the ith component of velocity vector. This
methodology was adopted in several analyses [68–74,76] for
incompressible fluids (i.e. P ¼ 0). The production of enstrophy is
associated with stable focal/stretching topologies, whereas the dis-
sipation is expected to be large in the unstable focal/compressing
topologies. For passive scalar mixing the scalar saddle-points, asso-
ciated with concave (convex) elliptic-points, have been found to be
associated with Q < 0 (Q > 0) [42]. Furthermore, Q—R plane has
been extended in three-dimensions by decomposing R into its
strain production and enstrophy production terms. Relatively less
attention has been paid to the study of local flow topologies in tur-
bulent compressible [75–79] and reacting flows [80–82]. The infor-
mation on the Q—R plane is not sufficient for compressible flows
(i.e. P–0) and one needs to account for P—Q—R spaces for such
flows [75–79]. The analyses of topologies in non-reacting
compressible flow turbulence have indicated that the unstable
node/saddle/saddle and stable focal/stretching topologies in the
Q—R plane dominate over other topologies. Tanahashi et al. [80]
used Q to distinguish strain dominated (Q < 0) and vorticity dom-
inated (Q > 0) regions in a premixed flame, and demonstrated that
small scale turbulence can survive even beyond the flame front.
Grout et al. [81] computationally analysed the local flow topology
of a non-premixed jet in cross-flow, and reported that the highest
heat release rates of the flame are associated with the regions with
unstable node/unstable node/unstable node (S8) topology.
Recently, Cifuentes et al. [82] extensively analysed the topology
distribution in a premixed turbulent flame based on a single-step
Arrhenius type chemistry DNS database and demonstrated that
the probability of finding focal topologies decreases from the
unburned gas to the burned gas side.
In the current work, a DNS-based parametric analysis has been
performed and the data has been used to analyse the effects of u0,
ad and /d on the statistical behaviour of the alignments of the gra-
dients of the mixture fraction, n, oxidizer-based reaction progress
variable, c, and vorticity vector, ~x, with local principal strain rates,
ei (i ¼ a; b; c for most extensive, intermediate and most compres-
sive principal strain rate respectively) and to identify the nature
S1: UF/C S2: UN/S/S S3: SN/S/S S4: SF/ST
S5: SF/C S6: SN/SN/SN S7: UF/ST S8: UN/UN/UN
Fig. 1. (Top) Classification of S1—S8 topologies in the Q—R plane for (left to right) P > 0, P ¼ 0 and P < 0. The lines r1a (red), r1b (blue) and r2 (green) dividing the topologies
are shown. Black dashed lines correspond to Q ¼ R ¼ 0. (Bottom) Classification of S1—S8 topologies: UF = unstable focus, UN = unstable node, SF = stable focus, SN = stable
node, S = saddle, C = compressing, ST = stretching. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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respect, the main objectives of this analysis are:
1. To demonstrate the differences between the statistical beha-
viours of the alignment of rn, rc and ~x, with local principal
strain rates between turbulent spray flames and stoichiometric
premixed flames subjected to same turbulent conditions.
2. To identify the distribution of flow topologies within the flame
front for turbulent spray flames and indicate the differences in
comparison to the corresponding statistics in stoichiometric
premixed flames under similar turbulent conditions.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. The mathematical
background and numerical implementation pertaining to the cur-
rent analysis are provided in the next two sections. Following that,
results will be presented and subsequently discussed. Finally main
findings will be summarised and conclusions will be drawn.
2. Mathematical background
In order to carry out an extensive parametric DNS investiga-
tion without prohibitive computational cost, a modified
single-step Arrhenius-type chemical mechanism is used: Fuel +
s  Oxidiser? ð1þ sÞProducts [83], where s is the oxidiser–fuel
ratio by mass (i.e. the mass of oxidizer consumed per unit mass
of fuel consumption). The activation energy Eac and the heat of
combustion are taken to be functions of the gaseous equivalence
ratio /g following the suggestion of Tarrazo et al. [83], which
correctly predicts the equivalence ratio dependence of the
unstrained laminar burning velocity Sbð/gÞ in hydrocarbon-air
flames even for fuel-rich mixtures. According to Tarrazo et al.
[32], the Zel’dovich number, b ¼ Eac Tadð/g¼1Þ  T0
 .
R0T
2
adð/g¼1Þ,
is given by b ¼ 6f ð/gÞ where:f ð/gÞ ¼
1:0þ 8:250ð/g  1:00Þ2; /g 6 0:64
1:0; 0:64 < /g < 1:07
1:0þ 1:443ð/g  1:07Þ2; /g P 1:07
8>><>: ð1Þ
Furthermore, the heat release per unit mass of fuel
H/g ¼ Tadð/gÞ  T0
 
CgP
h i.
YF0ð/gÞ  YFbð/gÞ
h i
is expressed as:
H/g=H/g¼1 ¼ 1 for /g 6 1 and H/g=H/g¼1 ¼ 1 aHð/g  1Þ for
/g > 1 [83], where aH ¼ 0:18 and YF0ð/gÞ and YFbð/gÞ are the fuel
mass fraction in the unburned and fully burned gases respectively
for a premixed flame of equivalence ratio /g, T0 is the unburned gas
temperature, Tadð/g¼1Þ is the adiabatic flame temperature for the
stoichiometric mixture The Lewis numbers of all species are taken
to be equal to unity and all species in gaseous phase are taken to be
perfect gases. Standard values have been taken for the ratio of
specific heats (c ¼ CgP=CgV ¼ 1:4, where CgP and CgV are the gaseous
specific heats at constant pressure and volume respectively) and
Prandtl number (Pr ¼ lCgP=k ¼ 0:7 where k is the thermal conduc-
tivity and l is the dynamic viscosity).
The droplets are tracked in a Lagrangian manner with standard
transport equations for droplet position, ~xd, velocity, ~ud, diameter,
ad and temperature, Td according to Refs. [20,22,23,26–28,30]:
d~xd
dt
¼~ud ð2Þ
d~ud
dt
¼ ~uð~xd; tÞ ~ud
spd
ð3Þ
da2d
dt
¼  a
2
d
sud
ð4Þ
dTd
dt
¼ 
bT ð~xd; tÞ  Td  BdLv=CgP
sTd
ð5Þ
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latent heat of vaporisation, and spd, sud and sTd are relaxation/decay
timescales for droplet velocity, diameter and temperature respec-
tively, which are defined as:
spd ¼
qda2d
18Cul
; sud ¼
qda2d
4l
Sc
Shc
1
lnð1þ BdÞ and s
T
d
¼ qda
2
d
6l
Pr
Nuc
Bd
lnð1þ BdÞ
CLp
Cgp
ð6Þ
where qd is the droplet density, C
L
p is the specific heat for the liquid
phase, Cu is the corrected drag coefficient and is given by:
Cu ¼ 1þ 16Re
2=3
d ð7Þ
Furthermore, Red is the droplet Reynolds number, Sc is the
Schmidt number, Bd is the Spalding mass transfer number, Shc is
the corrected Sherwood number and Nuc is the corrected Nusselt
number, which are defined as [84]:
Red ¼ qj
~uð~xd; tÞ ~udjad
l
ð8Þ
Bd ¼ Y
s
F  YFð~xd; tÞ
1 YsF
ð9Þ
Shc ¼ Nuc ¼ 2þ 0:555RedSc
ð1:232þ RedSc4=3Þ
1=2 ð10Þ
where YsF is the value of YF at the surface of the droplet. Eq. (10)
implicitly invokes the unity Lewis number assumption, which leads
to Shc ¼ Nuc. The Clausius–Clapeyron relation for the partial
pressure of the fuel vapour at the droplet surface, psF, is used for
calculating the Spalding number Bd:
psF ¼ pref exp
Lv
R
1
Tsref
 1
Tsd
  
;
YsF ¼ 1þ
WO
WF
p ~xd; tð Þ
psF
 1
  1
ð11Þ
where Tsref is the boiling point of the fuel at pressure pref , R is the gas
constant, Tsd is assumed to be Td, and WO and WF are the molecular
weights of oxidiser and fuel respectively.
The droplets are coupled to the gaseous phase via source terms
_Sw in the Eulerian transport equations [19–32]:
@qw
@t
þ @qujw
@xj
¼ @
@xj
cu
@w1
@xj
 
þ _xw þ _Sg þ _Sw ð12iÞ
where w ¼ f1;uj; e; YF;YOg for the conservation equations of
mass, momentum, energy and mass fractions respectively,
w1 ¼ f1;uj; bT ;YF;YOg for w ¼ f1; uj; e;YF; YOg and Cw ¼ l=rw and k
for w ¼ fuj;YF;YOg and w ¼ e respectively, with uj being the velocity
in the jth direction, and ru, is an appropriate Schmidt number cor-
responding to w. The term _xw arises due to chemical reaction rate
and _Sg and _Sw are the appropriate source terms in the gaseous phase
and due to droplet evaporation, respectively. The droplet source
term _Sw is tri-linearly interpolated from the droplet’s sub-grid
position,~xd, to the eight surrounding nodes. This approach is more
realistic than assigning each droplet contributing only to the
nearest node, which makes the droplet’s contribution discontinuous
in time as it approaches a different node. Furthermore, the
method adopted here is second order accurate, in contrast to
assigning the contribution to the nearest node, which is only first
order accurate. The droplet source term for any variable w takes
the following form:_Sw ¼  1V
X
d
dmdwd
dt
ð12iiÞ
where V is the cell volume, md ¼ qd 16pa3d is the droplet mass and
the summation is carried out over all droplets in the vicinity of each
node. Similar to Eq. (12i), the variable w is identified as
w ¼ f1;uj; e;YF; YOg, however, since within the droplets YF ¼ 1:0,
the source term for both the continuity equation and the fuel mass
fraction equation are identical.
Droplet evaporation leads to mixture inhomogeneities, which
are characterised here with the help of the mixture fraction,
n ¼ ðYF  YO=sþ YO1=sÞ=ðYF1 þ YO1=sÞ, where YF1 ¼ 1:0 is the fuel
mass fraction in the pure fuel stream and YO1 ¼ 0:233 is the oxy-
gen mass fraction in air. The hydrocarbon fuel used in this DNS
analysis is n-heptane, C7H16, for which s ¼ 3:52 and the stoichio-
metric fuel mass fraction and mixture fraction values are given
by: YFst ¼ nst ¼ 0:0621. One can also define a reaction progress
variable, c, based on a species mass fraction and mixture fraction
so that c rises monotonically from 0 in unburnt reactants to 1 in
fully burnt products. In droplet combustion it is advantageous to
employ an oxygen-based reaction progress variable, defined as
[20,22,26,28,30]:
c ¼ ð1 nÞYO1  YOð1 nÞYO1 maxð0; ½nst  n=nstÞYO1
ð13Þ
The current analysis investigates the distribution of flow
topologies in turbulent spray flames. The local flow topologies
are characterised by the invariants of the velocity-gradient tensor
Aij ¼ @ui=@xj ¼ Sij þW ij, where Sij ¼ 0:5ðAij þ AjiÞ is the symmetric
strain-rate tensor and W ij ¼ 0:5ðAij  AjiÞ is the anti-symmetric
rotation rate [68]. The tensor W ij ¼ 0:5ðAij  AjiÞ ¼ 0:5ijkxk
where ijk is the Levi–Civita tensor and xk is the kth component
of the vorticity vector. Three eigenvalues, k1, k2 and k3, of Aij are
the solutions of the characteristic equation k3 þ Pk2 þ Qkþ R ¼ 0
where P;Q ;R are the 3 invariants of Aij [68]:
P ¼ ðk1 þ k2 þ k3Þ ¼ Sii ð14ÞQ ¼ 1
2
ðP2  SijSij þW ijW ijÞ ¼ Q s þW ijW ij=2|ﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ{zﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄﬄ}
Qw
ð15ÞR ¼ 1
3
ðP3 þ 3PQ  SijSjkSki  3W ijW jkWkiÞ ð16Þ
The discriminant, D¼ ½27R2þð4P318PQÞRþ4Q3P2Q2=108,
of k3 þ Pk2 þ Qkþ R ¼ 0 divides the P—Q—R phase space into two
regions: for D > 0ðD < 0Þ, Aij displays a focal (nodal) topology
[68]. The matrix ½A corresponding to the components Aij shows
one real eigenvalue and two complex conjugate eigenvalues for
focal topologies. By contrast, the matrix ½A exhibits three real
eigenvalues for nodal topologies. The surface D ¼ 0 gives rise to
two surfaces r1a and r1b in P—Q—R phase space which are given
by [68]:
r1a ¼ 13 PðQ  2P
2=9Þ  2
27
ð3Q þ P2Þ3=2 ð17Þr1b ¼ 13 PðQ  2P
2=9Þ þ 2
27
ð3Q þ P2Þ3=2 ð18Þ
Furthermore, in the region D > 0, Aij has purely imaginary
eigenvalues on the surface r2, which is given by R ¼ PQ . The sur-
faces r1a, r1b and r2, where r2 is described by PQ  R ¼ 0, divide
the P—Q—R phase space into the 8 aforementioned distinct flow
topologies, as shown in Fig. 1.
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A well-known three-dimensional compressible DNS code
SENGA [85] is used for the present numerical investigation and
interested readers are referred to Refs. [20,26,28,30–32] for more
information regarding further details related to the code. High
order (10th order central difference scheme for internal grid points
but the order of discretisation gradually reducing to a one-sided
2nd order scheme) finite difference scheme and a 3rd order Runge
Kutta method have been used for spatial discretisation and explicit
time advancement respectively. A rectangular computational
domain of size 63:35D0=Sbð/g¼1Þ  42:17D0=Sbð/g¼1Þ  42:17D0=
Sbð/g¼1Þ has been considered for the current investigation where
D0 and Sbð/g¼1:0Þ are the unburned gas diffusivity and the unstrained
laminar burning velocity for the stoichiometric mixture,
respectively. For the present thermo-chemistry the Zel’dovich
flame thickness D0=Sbð/g¼1Þ is equal to about 0:625dth where
dth ¼ ðTadð/g¼1Þ  T0Þ=max ðjrT^jÞL is the unstrained thermal laminar
flame thickness of the stoichiometric laminar flame, and the sub-
script L refers to the values in an unstrained laminar premixed
flame for the stoichiometric mixture. The domain for the present
analysis is discretised using a Cartesian grid of size
384 256 256, which ensures sufficient resolution of both the
flame thickness dth and the Kolmogorov length scale g. Partially
non-reflecting boundary conditions are used for the mean
direction of flame propagation (i.e. x-direction). The y- and
z-directions are considered to be periodic. The boundary conditions
are specified using the Navier Stokes Characteristic Boundary
Conditions technique [86]. The droplets are initially distributed
uniformly in space throughout the y- and z-directions and in the
region xSbð/g¼1Þ=D0 6 16:53. The reacting flow field is initialised
using the steady laminar solution for the required initial values
of droplet diameter ad and droplet equivalence ratio /d. The steady
laminar solution is generated using a one-dimensional form of the
governing equations for the gas and liquid phases, which are
solved in a coupled manner for spray flames where fuel is supplied
as monodisperse droplets on the unburned gas side of the flame.
An incompressible homogeneous isotropic velocity field generated
using a standard pseudo-spectral method [87] is used for initialis-
ing turbulent velocity fluctuations. This initial velocity field is
superimposed on the steady laminar spray flame solution, which
is generated using a commercial package called COSILAB [88],
using the methodology followed by Neophytou and Mastorakos
[67]. For the present analysis the unburned gas temperature is
taken to be T0 = 300 K, which yields the heat release parameter
s ¼ ðTadð/g¼1:0Þ  T0Þ=T0 ¼ 6:54 for atmospheric pressure. The fuel
is supplied purely as monodisperse droplets with
non-dimensional diameters ad=dth ¼ 0:06; 0:08; 0:10 for different
values of droplet equivalence ratio: /d ¼ 1:0; 1:25; 1:5; 1:7 at a
distance 16:53D0=Sbð/g¼1Þ from the laminar flame. The number of
droplets at t ¼ 0 varies between 1:16 6 ðqNÞ1=3dth 6 2:27, where
qN is the droplet number density in the region
0 6 xSbð/g¼1Þ=D0 6 16:53, giving a mean inter-droplet distance
0:440 < sd=dth < 0:863. The value of qda2dS
2
bð/g¼1Þ=18D0l remains
equal to 0.5, 0.89 and 1.39 for ad=dth ¼ 0:06; 0:08; 0:10 respec-
tively. The droplet Reynolds number Red is either of the order of
unity or smaller than unity (i.e. Red 6 1) in most (95%) locations
(especially in the vicinity of the flame) and thus the correction
given by Eq. (7) does not play an important role. As a result,
qda2dS
2
bð/g¼1Þ=18D0l can be considered as the ratio of the relaxation
time for velocity to chemical time scale (i.e. spdS
2
bð/g¼1Þ=D0) for the
cases considered here. The maximum droplet diameter ad remains
smaller than g. Droplets enter at the left-hand-side of the domain,evaporating as they approach the flame front and the droplet
diameter typically decreases at least by 25% by the time the
droplets reach the reaction zone. The ratios of droplet
diameter to the Kolmogorov length scale and droplet volume to
cell volume remain comparable to several previous analyses
[22,23,25,26,28,30]. All droplet simulations have been carried out
under both laminar flow conditions and for normalised root-
mean-square (rms) turbulent velocities u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0 and 7.5
with a non-dimensional longitudinal integral length scale
L11=dth ¼ 2:5. For the sake of comparison, stoichiometric
premixed flame simulations were performed under the same
turbulent conditions. All simulations were carried out until
tfinal P 3tturb  4tchem, where tturb ¼ L11=u0 and tchem ¼ D0=S2bð/g¼1:0Þ
are the initial turbulent eddy turnover time and the chemical time
scale, respectively. It has been demonstrated in Ref. [20] that the
volume integrated burning rate and the flame surface area were
not changing rapidly with time when the statistics were extracted,
and thus are not repeated here. The simulation time used in this
analysis is either comparable to or greater than the simulation
duration used in several analyses [26–28,30–32,89–93], which
contributed significantly to the fundamental understanding and
modelling of turbulent combustion in the recent past.4. Results and discussion
4.1. Flame structure and flame–turbulence interaction
The instantaneous fields of non-dimensional temperature
T ¼ ðbT  T0Þ=ðTadð/g¼1:0Þ  T0Þ, normalised mixture fraction n=nst
and reaction progress variable c at the central x—y midplane at
t  4tchem are shown in Fig. 2. The examples chosen for Fig. 2 are
one case of each droplet size (ad=dth ¼ 0:06; 0:08; 0:10) with
/d ¼ 1:0 for initial turbulence intensity u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5. The dro-
plets, depicted as black dots, are those residing in the cells imme-
diately above or below the plane shown in the figure. It is clear
from Fig. 2 that the droplets evaporate and shrink in size as they
approach the flame. During the evaporation process the droplets
induce a reduction in the background gas temperature due to the
latent heat of evaporation. This effect is most noticeable on the
burnt gas side of the flame, where considerable regions exhibit
non-dimensional temperatures of about T  0:9, in contrast to
T ¼ 1:0 experienced in premixed stoichiometric flames. A compar-
ison of the mixture fraction n and reaction progress variable c fields
indicates that the inhomogeneous mixture inhabiting the unburnt
gas region arising due to evaporation remains fuel-lean (i.e.
n < nst ¼ 0:0621). In contrast, the burnt gas region exhibits loca-
tions of stoichiometric, or even fuel-rich, mixture. This is due to
droplets that have penetrated the flame front before undergoing
complete evaporation. These droplets continue to evaporate in
the burned gas region with some of the evaporated gaseous fuel
diffusing back towards the flame front to augment the gaseous fuel
in the vicinity of the flame front. This fuel mixes with excess oxi-
diser from the unburned gas side to burn strongly in diffusion
mode in locally stoichiometric mixture locations. Neophytou and
Mastorakos [67] reported pyrolysis of the droplets in the burned
gas side in the absence of sufficient oxygen based on laminar
one-dimensional calculations. However, Kuo and Acharya [94]
indicated that the flames with small value of group number G usu-
ally exhibits high temperature, which promotes pyrolysis at the
fuel-rich core, whereas the temperature values in the external
group combustion are usually not high enough to give rise to sig-
nificant amount of pyrolysis. It has already been noted that the
burned gas temperature in the droplet cases remains mostly
smaller than the adiabatic flame temperature of the stoichiometric
Fig. 2. (Top to bottom) T , n=nst, and c, fields at the central x—y midplane for droplet cases (left to right) ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 in the case of /d ¼ 1:0 for initial
u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 at t  4tchem. Magenta contours (middle row) indicate n ¼ nst isosurface. Black contours (bottom row) indicate c-isosurfaces (c ¼ 0:1—0:9 in steps of 0.1 from
left to right). Droplets (black dots) are not to scale. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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valid only for the external group combustion and external sheath
group combustion [22] according to the regime diagram by Chiu
et al. [95] because the droplet size remains smaller than the
Kolmogorov length scale. Chiu and Liu [96] defined a group num-
ber as G ¼ 3ð1þ 0:276Re1=2d Sc1=3ÞLeN2=3ðad=sdÞ (where Le and Sc
are the Lewis and Schmidt numbers respectively, N is the number
of droplets in a specified volume and sd is the mean inter-droplet
distance) in order to distinguish between individually burning dro-
plets (G	 1:0) and external sheath combustion (G
 1:0). All dro-
plet cases considered here come under the category of external
group combustion (i.e. have values of G much greater than unity).
Whilst Fig. 1 gives an impression that individually burning droplets
are present in the burnt gas region, it should be noted that Fig. 1
shows only one plane and that other droplets may reside in adja-
cent planes. The effects of pyrolysis are kept beyond the scope of
the current analysis due to high (small) values of group number
G (burned gas temperature) and also for the reason that the current
analysis employs only a modified single-step Arrhenius-type
chemical mechanism, which is not sufficient to mimic the pyrolysis
process. Furthermore, pyrolysis does not directly affect the velocity
gradient statistics, and flow topologies which are the main focus of
the current analysis. A similar assumption was made in several
previous analyses [19–32].
The presence of predominantly fuel-lean mixture (lack of fuel)
within the flame leads to a reduction of the reaction rate and,
consequently, the heat release rate in comparison to the stoichio-
metric gaseous turbulent premixed flame [16–20]. The reduced
heat release rate in the droplet flames has implications on the
alignment of rc and rn with local principal strain rates.
4.2. Statistical behaviours of the invariants of strain rate tensor Aij
The instantaneous fields of the three invariants of the velocity
gradient tensor are shown in Fig. 3 for the same droplet cases as
has been shown in Fig. 2. The normalised form of the invariants,
P, Q  and R, are shown in Fig. 3, where P ¼ P  dth=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ,Q  ¼ Q  ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ2 and R ¼ R ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ3. It can be seen
that areas of strong expansion (highly negative P ¼ r ~u) exist in
the vicinity of the flame front, due to heat release and thermal
expansion, and in parts close to the burnt gas region (i.e.
c ! 1:0), due to diffusion mode burning as a result of post-flame
droplet evaporation [20]. Furthermore, high negative values of P
(or high positive values of dilatation rater ~u) are associated with
the regions of c isosurface which are concave towards the
unburned gas side. Focussing (defocusing) of heat in the regions
of c isosurface which are concave (convex) towards the unburned
gas side gives rise to high positive (negative) and negative (posi-
tive) values of r ~u and P, respectively. The effects of thermal
expansion can be seen to be the strongest for small droplets (i.e.
most negative values of P) but the extent of thermal expansion
has been found to decrease with increasing droplet sizes (i.e. neg-
ative values of P closer to zero). This is due to the more readily
available fuel in gaseous phase in the case of smaller droplets
due to their more rapid evaporation. Both the instantaneous fields
for Q  and R show similar trends. The only significant non-zero
values of Q  and R are found towards the leading edge of the
flame, as can be seen from the position of the reaction progress
variable contours, which all lie to the right of the significant non-
zero regions. Within the significant non-zero regions highly nega-
tive and highly positive values exist in close proximity to one
another. These distributions do not appear to vary greatly with
droplet size. It can be seen from Eq. (15) that the highly negative
values in the instantaneous fields of Q  arise due to 1=2SijSij
(which is closely related to dissipation of turbulent kinetic energy
and constitutes a part of dissipation rate in variable density fluids),
whereas the highly positive values can arise due to a combination
of the volumetric dilatation rate (whose square, P2, enters Eq. (15))
and enstrophy X ¼ ~x2=2 ¼W ijW ij (which is positive definite),
where ~x ¼ r~u is the vorticity vector. Eq. (16) may be rewritten
as the sum of the terms which play roles in dissipation rate gener-
ation (SijSjkSki=3) and enstrophy production (PQw xiSijxj=4) in
the following manner:
Fig. 3. (Top to bottom) P ¼ P  dth=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ , Q  ¼ Q  ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ2 and R ¼ R ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ3 fields at the central x—y midplane for droplet cases (left to right)
ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 in the case of /d ¼ 1:0 for initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 at t  4tchem. Magenta contours indicate c-isosurfaces (c ¼ 0:1—0:9 in steps of 0.2 from left to right).
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Hence, R may assume high positive or negative values where
there is an imbalance of dissipation rate generation and production
of enstrophy.
The instantaneous field of the normalised vorticity magnitude,
j~xj ¼ j~xj  dth=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ, is shown in Fig. 4 for several droplet
cases: ad=dth ¼ 0:06; 0:08; 0:10 and /d ¼ 1:00 at both initial
turbulent intensities u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0 and 7:5. As in Fig. 3, the
large values of j~xj are to be found in the unburnt gas region,
where c  0:0. The magnitude of the vorticity increases with
increasing turbulence intensity, but decays rapidly as the flame is
approached. The vorticity magnitude, however, does remain non-
zero throughout the entire domain. This is supported by Fig. 5 inFig. 4. Normalised vorticity magnitude fields, j~xj ¼ j~xj  dth=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ , at the central x—
/d ¼ 1:0 for (top to bottom) initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5 at t  4tchem. Magenta cont
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred towhich the variation of the mean normalised vorticity magnitude
conditional on c is shown for all turbulent droplet cases (the cases
appearing in Fig. 4 are shown by the red lines in Fig. 5) and the
equivalent stoichiometric premixed cases. All cases show an initial
rapid decrease in vorticity magnitude, as was apparent from the
instantaneous fields. The rate of decrease is subsequently reduced
and, in the stoichiometric premixed cases a slight increase in vor-
ticity magnitude can be seen within the flame. The droplet cases,
which possess lower chemical reaction rates (see Fig. 2 and for fur-
ther details in Ref. [20]), exhibit a continuous decrease in j~xj
within the flame. The moderate increase in j~xj within the stoi-
chiometric premixed flame is predominantly induced by the baro-
clinic torque (not shown here). The effects of baroclinic torque are
stronger in the stoichiometric premixed flames due to greater
magnitudes density and pressure gradients as a result of higher
rate of burning and stronger flame normal acceleration than in
the droplet flames. Under low turbulence intensity (i.e. the cases
with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0) all values of /d considered herey midplane for droplet cases (left to right) ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 in the case of
ours indicate c-isosurfaces (c ¼ 0:1—0:9 in steps of 0.2 from left to right). (For
the web version of this article.)
Fig. 5. Variation of normalised vorticity magnitude, j~xj ¼ j~xj  dth=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ , with c for stoichiometric premixed case (black lines) and droplet cases (left to right)
ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 in the case of /d ¼ 1:00;1:25;1:50;1:70 (red–blue–green–magenta) for (top to bottom) initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5 at t  4tchem. (For interpretation
of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the cases with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5) the vorticity magnitude
for the same value of /d appears in many cases to increase with
increasing ad. This may be the result of droplet penetration into
the burnt gas region which occurs more frequently for larger dro-
plets, which have a slower evaporation rate, and can lead to trans-
fer of momentum between the phases in the burnt gas region.
Figs. 6–8 show the variation of the mean values of normalised
invariants, P ¼ P  dth=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ, Q  ¼ Q  ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ2 and
R ¼ R ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ3, and their constituent terms conditional
on c for all turbulent droplet cases and the corresponding stoichio-
metric premixed cases. Fig. 6 shows that in all cases the maximumFig. 6. Variation of P ¼ P  dth=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ with c for stoichiometric premixed case (bla
/d ¼ 1:00;1:25;1:50;1:70 (red–blue–green–magenta) for (top to bottom) initial u0=Sbð/g¼
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)volumetric dilatation rate is greatest (i.e. the peak value of P is
most highly negative) for the stoichiometric premixed cases than
for the equivalent droplet cases. The maximum volumetric dilata-
tion rate decreases with increasing droplet size and increases with
increasing /d for medium and large droplets. However, for small
droplets the maximum volumetric dilatation rate also depends
strongly on the turbulence intensity: under laminar flow,
/d ¼ 1:70 exhibits the lowest volumetric dilatation rate, but, for
sufficiently high turbulence intensity, it exhibits the highest volu-
metric dilatation rate. This is due to the relative ease of evapora-
tion of small droplets, which leads to regions of non-combustible
fuel-rich mixture in the absence of sufficiently strong turbulent
mixing and thus the effects of thermal expansion due to chemicalck lines) and droplet cases (left to right) ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 in the case of
1:0Þ ¼ 0:0;4:0;7:5 at t  4tchem. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
Fig. 7. Variation of terms fQ ;Q S;QWg  ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ2 (red–blue–green) with c for (top row) stoichiometric premixed case and (rows 2–4) droplet cases
ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 in the case of /d ¼ 1:00 (solid lines) and 1.70 (dashed lines) for (left to right) initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5 at t  4tchem. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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ant may be expressed as Q ¼ QS þ QW, where QS ¼ 1=2ðP2  SijSijÞ
is composed of the square of the volumetric dilatation rate
(1=2P2) and of a term representing a part of the physical mecha-
nism responsible for turbulent kinetic energy dissipation
(1=2SijSij), and QW ¼ 1=2W ijW ij is proportional to the enstrophy.
The term QS represents the balance between the square of the vol-
umetric dilatation rate (positive) and (SijSij), (negative), such that
QS > 0:0 indicates that the volumetric dilatation rate dominates
and Q S < 0:0 indicates that (SijSij) dominates. Fig. 7 shows that
for the stoichiometric premixed cases under low turbulence inten-
sity (i.e. u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0) Q is dominated by Q S for c > 0:0 and
only in the region c  0:0 is QW of sufficient magnitude to balance
QS. This is consistent with Fig. 5 where vorticity magnitude was
shown to be largest close to c ¼ 0:0. The component QS is negative
for both low (c < 0:3) and high (c > 0:75) values of c and is positive
only in the central region (0:3 < c < 0:75), which is consistent with
Fig. 6 in which it was shown that the magnitude of P is greatest in
the central region. Thus it can be seen that Q S is dominated by
(1=2SijSij) for low and high values of c. Under higher turbulence
intensity (i.e. u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5), the maximum magnitude of all
of the terms is greater (notice the different multipliers in Fig. 7).
The second invariant still follows the shape of the profile of Q S,
except at low values of c, but the contribution arising due to QW
is non-negligible throughout most of the flame. The component
QS is dominated by (1=2SijSij) for even wider ranges of c, such that
QS assumes positive values (which arise due to the contribution ofP2) only in 0:55 < c < 0:65. The magnitude of P does not change
greatly between the lower and higher turbulence intensities
considered here (see Fig. 5) but (1=2SijSij) assumes negative
values of higher magnitude under higher turbulence intensity.
Conversely, the non-negligible magnitude of QW in the region
c > 0:0 is approximately constant for 0:1 < c < 0:6 leading to a sig-
nificant positive shift in the profile of Q , which thereafter decreases
with decreasing QW (consistent with decreasing vorticity magni-
tude in Fig. 5) as c ! 1:0. In most droplet cases, Q remains vanish-
ingly small for c > 0:0 (the exception being medium droplets under
low turbulence intensity and /d ¼ 1:70). In other words, QS (nega-
tive) and QW (positive) balance each other well across most of the
flame. The fact that, in all droplet-laden cases considered here, QS
remains negative across the entire flame shows that (1=2SijSij)
dominates over P2 even in the central c region (i.e. middle of the
flame). This is consistent with the lower magnitude of P exhibited
by the droplet cases (see Fig. 6). The behaviour and magnitude of
QW in the droplet cases under low turbulence intensity does not
differ greatly from its behaviour andmagnitude in the stoichiomet-
ric premixed case under the same turbulence intensity. However,
under high turbulence intensity QW approaches vanishingly small
values at lower values of c for the droplet cases than in the
corresponding stoichiometric premixed case. Furthermore, QW
the larger droplets decrease more rapidly than the smaller droplet
cases. This can be attributed to lower reaction rate in the droplet
cases which does not produce as much flame-induced turbulence
as the corresponding stoichiometric premixed case and the effects
Fig. 8. Variation of terms fR;RS; PQW;xiSijxj=4g  ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ3 (red–blue–green–magenta) with c for (top row) stoichiometric premixed case and (rows 2–4) droplet
cases ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 in the case of /d ¼ 1:00 (solid lines) and 1.70 (dashed lines) for (left to right) initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5 at t  4tchem. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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increasing droplet size (see Ref. [20]). Under low turbulence inten-
sity, an increase in /d has little noticeable effect on QW, but acts to
increase the value of Q S in the region of the flame front. This effec-
tis most noticeable for medium-sized droplets, less noticeable for
large droplets and least noticeable for small droplets. In contrast,
under high turbulence intensity, an increase in /d noticeably
increases the magnitude of Q S and decreases the magnitude of
QW, besides extending their non-negligible values to higher values
of c.
As was also mentioned above, physical mechanisms responsible
for dissipation rate generation and enstrophy production rate (i.e.
SijSjkSki=3and PQw xiSijxj=4, respectively, in Eq. (19)) contribute
towards the third invariant R. The invariant R may be written as
R ¼ RS þ PQW xiSijxj=4 where RS ¼ ðP3 þ 3PQ S  SijSjkSkiÞ=3
contains the contribution to the dissipation rate generation (i.e.
SijSjkSki=3). Fig. 8 shows that in the stoichiometric premixed cases,
under both low and high turbulence intensity, PQw and RS remain
non-negligible and xiSijxj=4 remains negligible across most of
the flame. Furthermore, PQw and RS balance each other under both
turbulence intensities, although in the u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0 case RS is
positive, and ðPQw xiSijxj=4Þ is negative, and for
u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 case the situation is the opposite (i.e. RS < 0:0
and PQW > 0:0). The droplet cases with /d ¼ 1:70 under
u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 display similar qualitative behaviour, although
with lower magnitude, to the stoichiometric premixed case.Specifically, xiSijxj=4 remains negligible and PQw (positive) bal-
ances RS (negative), although the location of the peak value varies
between different droplet sizes. Terms in the droplet cases with
/d ¼ 1:00 remainnegligible throughout in comparison to thosewith
/d ¼ 1:70. In contrast, the droplet cases under lower turbulence
intensity display vastly different behaviour to the corresponding
stoichiometric premixed case. For medium and large droplets the
largest (most negative) contribution to R arises due to the RS term
where c is high (c  0:9) and, hence, R closely follows RS both for
/d ¼ 1:00 and/d ¼ 1:70, although the/d ¼ 1:70 cases show a larger
magnitude (more negative) of RS than the corresponding /d ¼ 1:00
cases, especially formediumdroplets. For small droplets themagni-
tude of RS is much smaller than in the medium and large droplet
cases. Thus, it can be said that RS has the greatest influence (i.e. RS
has the most negative value) for medium droplets with /d ¼ 1:70,
and the smallest influence for small droplets.
Having considered the variation of R and its constituent
terms, it is beneficial to examine the way in which
RS ¼ ðP3 þ 3PQ S  SijSjkSkiÞ=3 (which contains the contribution
towards dissipation rate generation (i.e. ðSijSjkSkiÞ=3)) varies with
c. This information is shown in Fig. 9 for the same cases as Figs. 6–8
and allows the contribution to RS arising due to dissipation rate
generation to be evaluated. It can be seen that the reason why RS
was seen in Fig. 8 to be predominantly positive for the stoichiomet-
ric premixed case for u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0, but predominantly nega-
tive for u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5, is due to the P3=3 contribution, which
Fig. 9. Variation of terms fP3=3; PQ S;SijSjkSki=3g  ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ3 (red–blue–green) with c for (top row) stoichiometric premixed case and (rows 2–4) droplet cases
ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 in the case of /d ¼ 1:00 (solid lines) and 1:70 (dashed lines) for (left to right) initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5 at t  4tchem. (For interpretation of the
references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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two terms (i.e. PQS and ðSijSjkSkiÞ=3). The mean value of P as a
function of c was shown in Fig. 7 to be predominantly negative,
and, hence, it could be expected that the mean value of P3=3
assume predominantly positive values. However, the presence of
a relatively small number of samples of P 
 0 could easily out-
weigh a much larger number of samples of P < 0 when calculating
the mean value of P3=3. A similar phenomenon can be seen for
small droplets in the u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 case with /d ¼ 1:70,
although the magnitude of the terms is much smaller than in the
stoichiometric premixed case. Furthermore, this is the only droplet
case shown here for which ðSijSjkSkiÞ=3 assumes a non-negligible
value. In all other droplet cases ðSijSjkSkiÞ=3 remains negligible
across the entire flame and RS is dependent on the balance between
P3=3 (positive) and PQS (negative). This balance appears from
Fig. 9 to be close to zero for most of the flame. The minima in RS,
which appear in Fig. 8 for medium and large droplets under low
turbulence intensity, but are not apparent from the individual
terms of RS shown in Fig. 9, arise due to the different multipliers
used in the two figures. Finally, it can be seen from Fig. 9 that
increasing the turbulence intensity has little effect on the individ-
ual terms, whereas increasing the value of /d increases the magni-
tude of both P3=3 (positive) and PQ S (negative) in the case of
small droplets. In conclusion, it may be said that ðSijSjkSkiÞ=3 plays
a small role in the behaviour of RS in the droplet cases (and not the
leading role in the stoichiometric premixed cases) and that the
behaviour of RS in Fig. 8 is determined more by the balance
between the other two terms of RS (i.e. P3=3 and PQ S).Fig. 10 shows the joint PDF contours of the normalised second
and third invariants, PDFðQþ;RþÞ (where Qþ ¼ Q   10 and
Rþ ¼ R  101), on c-isosurfaces c ¼ 0:1;0:3; 0:5;0:7;0:9 for the
droplet cases ad=dth ¼ 0:06 with /d ¼ 1:00 and 1.70 for initial
u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0 and 7.5 at t  4tchem. The joint PDF exhibits a
negative correlation between Qþ and Rþ for all c-isosurfaces, where
PDFðQþ;RþÞ exhibits sufficient non-zero probabilities to discern
the correlation (i.e. with the exception of the higher c-isosurfaces
under low turbulence intensity). As c increases, the most probable
value of the distribution moves in the direction of Qþ < 0 and
Rþ > 0 (down and right). As r ~u is predominantly positive
(P < 0) within the flame, the joint PDF between Qþ and Rþ shifts
towards S2 topology according to Fig. 1. The ‘tear drop’ structure
observed for non-reacting incompressible turbulent flows is not
evident for any of the c-isosurfaces, even those where heat release
is relatively small (e.g. c ¼ 0:1). This may be attributed to the com-
bination of heat release and droplet evaporation which distinguish
droplet combustion from non-reacting incompressible turbulent
flows.
4.3. Statistical distribution of flow topologies
Fig. 11 shows the variation of each topology (S1—S8) with
reaction progress variable, c, as measured by the volume fraction,
VF. Results are shown for the turbulent stoichiometric premixed
cases (u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5) and six representative droplet cases
(ad=dth ¼ 0:06; 0:08;0:10 with /d ¼ 1:00;1:70) under the same tur-
bulent flow conditions. The stoichiometric premixed flames show a
Fig. 10. Joint PDFs of Qþ ¼ Q  ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ2  10 and Rþ ¼ R ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ3  101, PDFðQþ;RþÞ, on c-isosurfaces c ¼ 0:1;0:3;0:5;0:7;0:9 for droplet case ad=dth ¼ 0:06 in
the case of /d ¼ 1:00;1:70 for initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5 at t  4tchem. Value of PDFðQþ;RþÞ rises from blue to red colour. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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the strong heat release generated by the stoichiometric premixed
flame, which leads to greater thermal expansion and strongly neg-
ative values of P. Hence, those topologies which occur only for
P > 0 (i.e. S5 and S6) are greatly disadvantaged and show few
occurrences. A similar trend can be seen in all the droplet casesshown here, such that S6 consistently shows negligible probabili-
ties of occurring. However, the probability of S5 occurring,
although low in comparison to most other topologies in all droplet
cases shown here, does show non-negligible probabilities in many
cases. The difference in behaviour between S5 and S6 can be attrib-
uted to the size of the volume in P–Q–R space corresponding to
Fig. 11. Variation of volume fractions for topologies S1—S8 with reaction progress variable c for (top row) premixed stoichiometric flame with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5
and (rows 2–4) droplet cases ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 with /d ¼ 1:00;1:70 and initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5. Focal topologies (solid lines): S1, 4, 5, 7 (red–blue–green–
magenta), and nodal topologies (dashes lines): S2, 3, 6, 8 (red–blue–green–magenta). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred
to the web version of this article.)
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the volume corresponding to S5 is far greater than that corre-
sponding to S6, hence, there is a much higher likelihood of S5
occurring than S6. Furthermore, as has already been noted, the
heat release in the droplet cases is lower than that in the stoichio-
metric premixed flames [20] such that there is a far greater likeli-
hood of encountering P > 0 in droplet cases than in stoichiometric
premixed flames. For this reason the volume fraction of S5, which
occurs only when P > 0, is much higher in all droplet cases than in
the stoichiometric premixed flames. It is furthermore evident from
Fig. 11 that neither turbulence intensity nor droplet size play a sig-
nificant role in the profile of S5, for the range of values considered
here. However, the profile of S5 is sensitive to the changes in the
value of /d considered here. It can be seen from Fig. 11 that in
all droplet cases considered here the profile of S5 extends further
across the flame (i.e. to higher values of c) for cases with
/d ¼ 1:00 than for cases with /d ¼ 1:70. This is due to the greater
availability of evaporated fuel in cases where /d ¼ 1:70 which
leads to an increase in the reaction rate and thermal expansion
(i.e. higher magnitudes of negative values of P). This means that
there is a lower probability of topologies S5 and S6 occurring, since
they belong only to the region in P–Q–R space where P > 0, as
mentioned above. Most thermal expansion takes place where
c > 0:0, hence, as c increases, the S5 profiles tend to zero. This
effect is most prominent for smaller droplets, which evaporate
readily and induce greater extent of thermal expansion, whereas
larger droplets evaporate more slowly and experience smallerextent of thermal expansion. The behaviours of S7 and S8 are
dependent on the strength of the thermal expansion, as these
topologies exist only where P < 0 (i.e. dilatation rate is positive).
This is particularly evident from the shape of the S8 profile which
follows the dilatation rate profile (inverse of Fig. 6) and attains its
peak value where the effects of chemical reaction are the strongest.
In contrast, S7, although exhibiting non-negligible probabilities
across the entire flame, displays a local minimum close to the loca-
tion of the peak value of S8. The reason that S8 depends more
strongly on dilatation rate than S7 is due to the size of the region
corresponding to each topology in P–Q–R space (see Fig. 1). When
P < 0, but of small magnitude (indicating limited thermal expan-
sion), the region associated with S7 is much larger than that asso-
ciated with S8, and, consequently, the likelihood of S7 occurring is
much greater than that of S8. Conversely, when P < 0 and is also of
more considerable magnitude (indicating significant thermal
expansion), the region associated with S8 is much larger (see
Fig. 1 that the furthest extent of the region associated with S8 is
located at ðQ ;RÞ ¼ ðP2=3;P3=27Þ) and that associated with S7 is
smaller. Consequently, the greatest thermal expansion is associ-
ated with a local maximum in the volume fraction for S8 and a
local minimum in the volume fraction for S7. This phenomenon
is apparent under both turbulent intensities investigated here.
The volume fractions of both S7 and S8 are seen to increase with
increasing turbulence intensity.
In the small droplet cases, both the local minimum in S7 and the
local maximum in S8 are readily apparent under both turbulent
D. Wacks, N. Chakraborty / Fuel 184 (2016) 922–947 935flow conditions with /d ¼ 1:70. The increase in VF of S7 and S8
topologies observed in the stoichiometric premixed cases in the
high turbulence intensity is also apparent in these droplet cases.
In contrast, the same caseswith/d ¼ 1:00, although showing a local
maximum in S8 (corresponding to theminimum in P in Fig. 6), show
no local minimum in S7. It is apparent that increases in both turbu-
lence intensity and /d are needed to induce the high thermal
expansion in turbulent spray flames. This is due to the strongly
fuel-lean nature of droplet cases with /d ¼ 1:00, which is amelio-
rated not by better mixing of the gaseous fuel, but by the addition
of more sources of the fuel (i.e. droplets). The medium sized dro-
plets exhibit the same general profiles of S7 and S8 as the small dro-
plets, although the local minima in S7 are far less apparent. It is
clear, however, that the S7 and S8 profiles with /d ¼ 1:70 are far
more similar to the S7 and S8 profiles in the stoichiometric pre-
mixed cases than the profiles with /d ¼ 1:00. It is to be expected
that further increasing the value of /d will eventually lead to pro-
files comparable with those in the stoichiometric premixed cases.
The large droplets show the least similarity to the stoichiometric
premixed cases due to the low level of evaporation of large droplets.
Once again, it can be expected that increasing the value of /d will
eventually lead to profiles comparable with those in the stoichio-
metric premixed cases. Topologies S1–S4 are present for all three
Q–R planes shown in Fig. 1 (i.e. P < 0, P ¼ 0 and P > 0), thus the vol-
ume fractions shown in Fig. 11 for these topologies are a combina-
tion of their occurrence for all values of P. However, most thermal
expansion (i.e. highly negative values of P) takes place in themiddle
of the c-range (see Fig. 6). Thus, the profiles of S1–S4 near c ¼ 0:0
and c ¼ 1:0 can be taken to arise largely in the absence of thermal
expansion. In light of this, it is evident that in the stoichiometric
premixed cases the main contribution towards the volume frac-
tions of S1, S3 and S4 arises from regions where P  0 since the pro-
files of these topologies are most significant near c ¼ 0:0 and
c ¼ 1:0. In contrast, the volume fraction of the topology S2 exhibits
its peak value away from c ¼ 0:0 and c ¼ 1:0, and decreases as it
approaches these two limits, indicating that this topology arises
mainly from regions where P < 0. It is furthermore evident from
the stoichiometric premixed cases that the volume fraction of S2
topology drops across the entire range of c as the turbulence inten-
sity is increased, as opposed to the profiles of S1 and S7which show
a marked increase across the entire range of c.
It is worth noting that the focal topologies are associated with
vortical structures. An increase in the intensity of the turbulence
strengthens the vortical structures, which leads to an increase in
focal topologies, such as S1 and S7, and a corresponding decrease
in nodal topologies, such as S2. Once again the droplet cases exhibit
similar features to the stoichiometric premixed cases, especially in
the presence of sufficient gaseous fuel (i.e. /d ¼ 1:70). The volume
fractions for topologies S3 and S4 remain relatively small across
the flame and often increase slightly near c ¼ 0:0 and c ¼ 1:0, indi-
cating contributions arising from regions where P P 0. The beha-
viour of S1 volume fraction is complicated, but in many cases
shows higher values of volume fraction for low c than for high
c. In contrast, S2 consistently shows higher values of volume frac-
tion for high c than for low c, similar to the stoichiometric premixed
cases. The magnitude of the peak value of S2 volume fraction
increases with increasing /d, but decreases with increasing turbu-
lence intensity and, in most cases, with increasing droplet size.
Fig. 12 shows the same volume fractions as Fig. 11 as they vary
with the reaction progress variable, c, divided according to focal
(S1, S4, S5 and S7) or nodal (S2, S3, S6 and S8) topologies (see
Fig. 1). The stoichiometric premixed flame with u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0
shows a clear preference for focal topologies at low values of c
(c < 0:2) and for nodal topologies thereafter (c > 0:2). This is a
natural consequence of the aforementioned vortical nature of focaltopologies. It has already been shown in Fig. 5 that the highest vor-
ticity magnitudes are to be found near to c ¼ 0:0 in all cases con-
sidered here, and that they decay with increasing c. It is for this
reason that focal topologies dominate for low values of c. The vol-
ume fraction of focal topologies subsequently decreases and is
replaced by nodal topologies due to reduction in vorticity magni-
tude. The increased turbulence intensity in the stoichiometric pre-
mixed flame with u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 enables the vortical structures
to persist for longer, allowing the focal topologies to remain
dominant until further into the flame (until c  0:4). Under both
turbulent intensities vorticity generation takes place within the
stoichiometric turbulent premixed flames (see Fig. 5). Under the
lower turbulence intensity this leads to the volume fractions of
focal and nodal topologies being approximately equal at c ¼ 1:0,
whereas under the higher turbulence intensity focal topologies
once more become dominant for c > 0:8. In all droplet cases con-
sidered here focal topologies can be seen to dominate ahead of
the flame and as the flame is approached, the volume fractions of
nodal topologies increase. In some droplet cases, the volume frac-
tions of the nodal topologies become dominant (e.g. initial
u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0 cases with /d ¼ 1:70 for all droplet sizes) and in
some they merely become more significant (e.g. initial
u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 cases with /d ¼ 1:0 for all droplet sizes).
Fig. 12 shows that most droplet cases possess volume fractions
for focal topologies greater than that observed in the correspond-
ing stoichiometric premixed flames. It has already been mentioned
that focal topologies are indicative of vortical flow structures
which are present due to the inherently turbulent nature of the
flow. In the case of droplet-laden flows, they are also induced by
the presence of the droplets which induce an extra contribution
in the momentum conservation equations (see Eqs. (12i) and
(12ii)) due to slip velocity between the gas and droplets (see Eq.
(3)). This source term gives rise to an additional mechanism of vor-
ticity transformation in the droplet cases which is absent in the
stoichiometric premixed flame. This is the reason for the increase
in volume fractions observed for focal topologies in droplet cases
in comparison to the corresponding gaseous stoichiometric pre-
mixed flame. The vorticity magnitude drops from the unburned
to the burned gas side due to viscous dissipation, dilatation and
also due to the absence of the extra vorticity contribution due to
the slip velocity between the Eulerian and Lagrangian phase as a
result of evaporation of droplets. Smaller droplets evaporate more
readily and have less opportunity of penetrating into the burnt gas
region, whereas larger droplet evaporate more slowly and have
more opportunity of penetrating into the burnt gas region. Thus,
the volume fraction profile for focal topologies in the cases of small
droplets decreases more rapidly with c than for medium or large
droplets. This behaviour is evident under u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0 with
/d ¼ 1:00;1:70 and u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 with /d ¼ 1:70. In the case
of u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0 with /d ¼ 1:0, the volume fraction profiles for
focal topologies for the three droplet sizes are much closer together
than in the other cases, indicating that droplet size is less impor-
tant under these conditions. This may be due to underlying turbu-
lent flow condition such that small numbers of large droplets are
able to evaporate relatively readily.
The topology of reaction progress variable c isosurface can be
described in terms of its mean and Gauss curvatures, jm and jg,
respectively, where jm ¼ ðj1 þ j2Þ=2 ¼ 1=2r  ðrc=jrcjÞ and
jg ¼ j1j2, in which j1 and j2 are the principal curvatures [42].
In the jm  jg plane, the region jg > j2m is non-physical and indi-
cates complex curvatures. By convention, jm > 0 represents curva-
ture that is convex to the reactants and jm < 0 represents
curvature that is concave to the reactants. Fig. 13 shows a scatter
plot of the mean versus Gaussian curvature for three different sizes
Fig. 12. Variation of volume fractions for focal (S1; S4; S5; S7) (solid lines) and nodal (S2; S3; S6; S8) (dashed lines) topologies with reaction progress variable c for premixed
stoichiometric flame (black) and droplet cases with /d ¼ 1:00;1:70 with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5 and ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 (cyan–brown–olive) respectively. (For
interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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plot is coloured so as to highlight the highest concentrations of
data points. The data is sorted according to topologies S1–S8, omit-
ting topology S6 for which there is insufficient data. It is immedi-
ately apparent that droplet size does not significantly affect the
shape of the distribution of the scatter for the cases shown here,
although it sometimes has the effect of shifting the location of
maximum scatter density (indicated by a green dot in Fig. 13).
The distribution of topologies S1 and S2 is almost symmetrical
about jm ¼ 0. Topologies S3–S5, however, are clearly skewed
towards jm;jg > 0. In the case of S5 the skewness is sufficient to
shift the location of maximum scatter density towards
jm;jg > 0. Conversely, topologies S7 and S8 are clearly skewed
towards jm < 0 and jg > 0 to the extent that the location of max-
imum scatter density is located in jm < 0. Topology S5 is unique to
the region in the P–Q–R plane where P > 0 (see Fig. 1), whereas
topologies S7–S8 are unique to the region in the P–Q–R plane
where P < 0 (i.e. regions of thermal expansion). This distinction
leads to the aforementioned skewness: jm > 0 represents curva-
ture that is convex to reactants and, hence, indicates defocusing
of heat and the reduced thermal expansion typical of locations
associated with either small negative or positive values of P. On
the other hand, jm < 0 represents curvature that is concave to
reactants and, hence, indicates focussing of heat and the increased
thermal expansion typical of locations where P is strongly nega-
tive. By extension of this concept, it may be conjectured that
topologies S3 and S4, which display skewness towards jm > 0
are dominated by the contributions arising from regions associated
with either small negative or positive values of P, which outweigh
the contributions arising from regions where P < 0. Whereas,
topologies S1 and S2, which display no noticeable skewness and
appear symmetrical about jm ¼ 0, are not favoured more by the
contributions arising from regions where P > 0 than those which
arise from regions where P < 0.
It is informative to compare the results of the volume fractions
of the different topologies on the Eulerian grid with similar results
at the droplet locations in order to identify the topologies favoured
by the droplets. Results for all droplet cases shown in Figs. 11 and
12 are presented in Figs. 14 and 15, respectively. Fig. 14 shows the
variation of each topology (S1—S8) with c for each droplet case and
Fig. 15 shows the variation of all focal and nodal topologies with c
for the same droplet cases. It is clear from Fig. 14 that S1, S2 and S7
are the dominant topologies in all droplet cases shown here (i.e. for
all droplet sizes with /d ¼ 1:0;1:70 and under both turbulent flow
conditions). Topology S7 attains the highest volume fractions in
every droplet case considered here. For small droplets S7 exhibits
much greater volume fractions for c > 0:5 than for c < 0:5.
Increases in turbulence intensity and droplet equivalence ratiohave a less quantifiable, although still appreciable, effect on the
volume fraction of S7. Topologies S1 and S2 do not show any clear
variation with c. The volume fractions for S2 topology tend to be
lower in value than that for S1 topology. The volume fractions
for topologies S3 and S4 are low in the region c < 0:5 and negligible
elsewhere, whereas topologies S5, S6 and S8 are negligible across
the entire flame. The volume fractions for topologies S3, S4, S5,
S6 and S8 do not vary significantly with droplet size, droplet equiv-
alence ratio or turbulence intensity for the range of values consid-
ered here. In summary, it is not unexpected that significant
numbers of droplets are to be found in locations associated with
topology S7, which itself is associated with regions of thermal
expansion (i.e. P < 0, see Fig. 1), since the thermal expansion is
likely to be strong in the gaseous mixture surrounding droplets
due to evaporation and subsequent reaction and heat release rates.
The dominance of focal topologies shown in Fig. 14 (i.e. topolo-
gies S7 and S1) is emphasised further in Fig. 15. It is clear from
Fig. 15 that, irrespective of size, number and turbulence intensity,
droplets are much more likely to reside in focal topologies than in
nodal topologies. In general, this likelihood increases with droplet
size in the region c < 0:5. However, for c > 0:5, no clear trend due
to droplet size is visible. An increase in turbulence intensity
strengthens the volume fractions of the focal topologies in the
/d ¼ 1:00 droplet cases, but has no clear effect on the /d ¼ 1:70
droplet cases. The dominance of focal over nodal topologies is far
stronger at droplet locations than when considering the entire
domain as a whole.
The presence of droplets in the vicinity of a given point in the
gaseous phase leads to an extra contribution to vorticity transport
due to the slip velocity between the Eulerian and Lagrangian
phases (see Eq. (3)). Furthermore, the extraction of latent heat from
gaseous phase gives rise to a reduction in dilatation rate. This often
leads to a possibility of having Q > 0 and Q > P2=3 due to strong
W ijW ij=2 contribution, and under this condition focal topologies
are predominantly favoured for P < 0 (see Fig. 1). This can be sub-
stantiated from the observation that droplets have been shown to
favour focal topologies, especially those associated with volume
expansion (e.g. S7). Droplets have furthermore been shown to
occupy regions in the vicinity of intermediate strength vortices,
having been centrifuged out of high vorticity regions (Ref. [21]).
Fig. 16 shows a scatter plot of the vorticity magnitude at droplet
locations against their location within the flame. The scatter plot
is coloured so as to highlight the highest concentrations of dro-
plets. Under the lower turbulence intensity flow conditions the
droplet scatter can be seen to extend into the flame only at inter-
mediate values of vorticity magnitude, although close to c ¼ 0:0
higher vorticity magnitudes are achieved. The penetration
achieved by the droplets increases with increasing droplet size.
Fig. 13. Scatter of normalised mean and Gaussian curvatures coloured by count for (left to right) ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 with /d ¼ 1:00 with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5. Data
for S6 is not shown due to insufficient data. Magnitude increases with colour fromwhite to red. Green dots indicate the location of the maximum values. (For interpretation of
the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 14. Volume fractions for topologies S1—S8 at droplet locations for droplet cases with /d ¼ 1:00;1:70 with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5 and (top to bottom)
ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 respectively. Focal topologies (solid lines): S1,4,5,7 (red–blue–green–magenta), and nodal topologies (dashes lines): S2,3,6,8 (red–blue–green–
magenta). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 15. Volume fractions for focal (solid lines) and nodal (dashed lines) topologies at droplet locations for droplet cases with /d ¼ 1:00;1:70 with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5
and ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 (cyan–brown–olive) respectively. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of
this article.)
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mediate values of vorticity magnitude appropriate for the droplet
size: larger droplets attain higher vorticity magnitudes than smal-
ler droplets and, consequently, the range of values of vorticity
magnitude over which droplets reside extends further (i.e. to
higher values of j~xj). A similar phenomenon is visible under higher
turbulence intensity, although, in these cases, larger populations of
droplets exist at the intermediate vorticity magnitudes further into
the flame.
Due to the differing nature of the reacting field across the flame
front, 4 different regions (a) preheat zone (0:01 < c < 0:50), (b)
weak reaction zone (0:50 < c < 0:70), (c) intense reaction zone
(0:70 < c < 0:90) and (d) trailing reaction zone (0:90 < c < 0:99)
have been considered. Interested readers are referred to Ref. [20]
for mean value of the reaction rate of progress variable conditional
on c, which justifies the naming convention used here. The entirereacting field (e) is considered as one (0:01 < c < 0:99), so that
the dominant region (a–d) can be identified.4.4. Statistical behaviour of scalar gradient and vorticity alignments
with local principal strain rates
Figs. 17–21 show the PDFs of the magnitude of cosine of the
angles betweenrc,rn and the vorticity vector ~x respectively with
the local principal strain rates: ea, eb and ec with ea, eb and ec being
the most extensive, intermediate and the most compressive princi-
pal strain rates. The angle of alignment is denoted as hi;j , where
i ¼ a; b; c identifies the specific principal strain rate and j ¼ c; n;v
denotes the vector from which the angle is measured: (gradient
of) c, (gradient of) n or (vorticity vector ~x). A high probability of
obtaining j cos hi;jj ¼ 1:0 (j cos hi;jj ¼ 0:0) indicates perfect collinear
Fig. 16. Scatter of normalised vorticity magnitude and reaction progress variable at droplet locations coloured by count for (left to right) ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 with
/d ¼ 1:00 with (top to bottom) initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5. Magnitude increases with colour from white to red. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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(/d ¼ 1:00, ad=dth ¼ 0:06, u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5) has been chosen to
compare, where possible, with a premixed, stoichiometric case.
Other droplet cases show qualitatively similar results. In
Figs. 17–21 ‘noisy’ PDFs representing infrequent occurrences are
omitted, including all PDFs of S6 (blue dashed line) and PDFs of
S5 of the premixed flame in regions (b) and (c) (blue solid line).
Figs. 17 and 18 show the alignment of rc with the principal
strain rates in the four regions (a)–(d) and across the entire flame
(e). Important differences are immediately apparent between the
alignments in the stoichiometric premixed flame and those in
the droplet case. Firstly, considering the alignment of all topologies
(black line), the premixed case shows a high degree of collinear
alignment between rc and ea in region (b) 0:5 < c < 0:7 where
the effects of heat release are strong. This behaviour is in contrast
to the predominant collinear alignment of passive scalar gradient
with ec [35–45]. The extent of collinear alignment between rc
and ea decreases on both unburned and burned gas sides of the
flame where the effects of heat release are not as strong. The align-
ment of rc for turbulent stoichiometric premixed flame is consis-
tent with previous findings [46–51]. In the droplet case, shown in
Fig. 18, the strongest alignment is collinear with ec and is to be
found in the region (d), although some degree of collinear align-
ment with ec is found in all regions of the flame. The universality
of this alignment is apparent from the fact that region (e) (i.e.
across the entire flame) also aligns in this manner, whereas in
the premixed flame case region (e) did not align like region (b),
since region (b)’s alignment depends on the presence of strong
heat release which is not true across the entire flame. It has been
shown earlier that combustion takes place predominantly under
fuel-lean mode in droplet cases (see Fig. 1 and also in Ref. [20])
and thus the effects of heat release are weaker than that of the sto-
ichiometric premixed flame and are insufficient to realign rc with
ea. Secondly, considering individual topologies, it can be seen in
Figs. 17 and 18 that the S8 topology often shows collinear align-
ment ofrc with ea. This is because S8 occurs only where dilatation
rate is high (P < 0), which is where thermal expansion effects are
strong. However, S8 topology alone cannot induce general
alignment with ea. In the stoichiometric premixed flame collinear
alignment of S3 with ec develops as the flame is traversed, followed
by a similar, although weaker, development of collinear alignment
of rc with ec for S2 topology. In region (d) the strength of thecollinear alignment of rc with ec for S2 topology surpasses that
of S3. It is evident from the Fig. 17 (bottom row) that the collinear
alignment of rc with ec across the entire flame (i.e. region (e)) for
S2 topology is stronger than that of the collinear alignment of rc
with ec for S3 topology across the entire flame. This shows that
the contribution from region (d), in which the collinear alignment
ofrcwith ec for S2 topology is stronger than that for S3, outweighs
the combined contribution of regions (a–c), in which the collinear
alignment ofrc with ec for S3 topology is stronger than that for S2
topology. In the corresponding droplet case the collinear alignment
ofrc with ec for both S2 and S3 topologies remain significant in all
individual regions of the flame (a–d) and, although the alignment
of rc with ec for S3 topology is noticeably stronger than that for
S2 topology in regions (b and c), are of almost equal strength when
the entire flame is considered as one (e).
Fig. 19 shows the alignment of rn with the principal strain
rates in the four regions of the flame (a)–(d) and across the entire
flame (e) for the droplet case considered in Fig. 18 (i.e.
ad=dth ¼ 0:06 with /d ¼ 1:00 for initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 at
t  4tchem. There is some evidence of collinear alignment between
rn and ea for S8 topology across the entire flame (i.e. region (e)).
This is especially evident in region (b) although the strength of this
alignment deteriorates towards both the burnt and unburnt gas
regions (i.e. regions (a) and (c and d)). In contrast, there is an evi-
dence of strong collinear alignment with ec in all regions of the
flame (a–e). In region (a) all topologies exhibit non-negligible prob-
ability of collinear alignment between rn and ec, although topol-
ogy S2 shows the strongest probability. In regions (b and c) it is
topology S5 which shows the strongest collinear alignment of rn
with ec and in region (d) all topologies, both individually and when
considered together, strongly favour this alignment. When the
entire flame is considered as one (i.e. region (e)), the behaviour
of the alignments of rn for both the individual topologies and of
all topologies together is noticeably similar to that of region (a)
alone (i.e. strong collinear alignment betweenrn and ec, especially
for S2 topology).
Figs. 20 and 21 show PDFs of the alignment of the vorticity
vector, ~x, with ei for the same premixed, stoichiometric case and
droplet cases as in Figs. 17 and 18. Here the most likely alignment
in the stoichiometric premixed cases is with eb. This is true across
the all flame regions (a)–(e). In addition, the stoichiometric pre-
mixed cases show noticeable variation in vorticity alignment with
Fig. 17. PDFs of j cosðhi;cÞj (i ¼ a;b and c for columns 1–3) for stoichiometric
premixed flame with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 in (top to bottom rows) regions (a)–(e)
respectively for focal topologies S1; S4; S5; S7 (red–green–blue–magenta solid lines)
and nodal topologies S2; S3; S6; S8 (red–green–blue–magenta dashed lines) and for
all topologies (black line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
Fig. 18. PDFs of j cosðhi;cÞj (i ¼ a; b and c for columns 1–3) for droplet case
ad=dth ¼ 0:06 in the case of /d ¼ 1:00 for initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 at t  4tchem.
Details as in Fig. 17.
940 D. Wacks, N. Chakraborty / Fuel 184 (2016) 922–947ea, such that the alignment of all topologies together with ea is
more collinear than perpendicular, but individual topologies exhi-
bit opposite tendencies. For example, S1 topology favours perpen-
dicular alignment of ~x with ea in all regions in the stoichiometric
premixed case, whereas S4 topology favours collinear alignment
between ~x and ea in all regions in the droplet cases. The samemost
likely alignment of ~x with eb and variation in ~x alignment with ea
are visible for the droplet cases, although the strength of ~x align-
ment with eb and the variation in ~x alignment with ea is generally
smaller in extent than in the stoichiometric premixed case. The
predominant alignment of ~x with eb and the noticeable variation
of ~x alignment with ea (and, to some extent, ec) within the flame
are consistent with previous findings [42,43,52–66]. The spray
flame cases exhibit a considerable increase in the extent of align-
ment of ~x with ea in the trailing reaction zone due to the topolo-
gies which are associated with stretching (i.e. S4 and S7),
although the compressing focal topologies (i.e. S1 and S5) showeven greater likelihood of alignment of ~x with ea in the trailing
reaction zone.
4.5. Implications of observed scalar gradient and vorticity alignments
with local principal strain rates
The contributions of the local flow topologies to turbulent pro-
cesses such as micro-mixing, characterised by the scalar dissipa-
tion rates, Nc ¼ Drc  rc and Nn ¼ Drn  rn (where D is the
molecular diffusivity), and enstrophy, X ¼ ~x  ~x=2, transport in
both turbulent premixed flames and turbulent spray flames are
of fundamental importance. The transport equations of Nc, Nn
and X are given by [33,66,97]:
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Fig. 19. PDFs of j cosðhi;nÞj (i ¼ a;b and c for columns 1–3) for droplet case
ad=dth ¼ 0:06 in the case of /d ¼ 1:00 for initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 at t  4tchem.
Details as in Fig. 17.
Fig. 20. PDFs of j cosðhi;vÞj (i ¼ a;b and c for columns 1–3) for premixed stoichio-
metric flame with u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5. Details as in Fig. 17.
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where _Suk ,
_Sm, _Sc and _Sn are the evaporation source term in the con-
servations equations of momentum transport in kth direction, mass
and reaction progress variable, respectively. In Eqs. (20) and (21),
f cðDÞ and f nðDÞ account for the contributions due to diffusivity
gradients, whereas p and sij are the pressure and the component
of viscous stress tensor respectively in Eq. (22). Terms
2qDKði¼c;nÞ and V are referred to as the scalar–turbulenceinteraction and vortex-stretching terms, respectively [33,66,97].
As the flow topologies are associated with particular combinations
of strain rate and vorticity distributions, they influence the statisti-
cal behaviours of the terms Kði¼c;nÞ and V . The dependences of
Kc¼ðea cos2 ha;cþeb cos2 hb;cþec cos2 hc;cÞrc rc; Kn¼ðea cos2 ha;nþ
eb cos2 hb;nþec cos2 hc;nÞrn rn, and V ¼2ðea cos2 ha;vþeb cos2 hb;vþ
ec cos2 ha;vÞX arise due to the alignment of rc, rn and ~x with the
most extensive, intermediate and the most compressive strain rates
(i.e. ea, eb and ec).
Fig. 22 shows the contribution of both individual topologies and
of all topologies to the mean values of Kc conditional on c for the
stoichiometric premixed cases under turbulent flow conditions
and for all turbulent spray flame cases. Under initial turbulent flow
conditions with u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0 topologies S1–S4 and S7–S8 exhi-
bit significant contributions towards the mean profiles of Kc,
whereas topologies S5–S6 do not contribute due to the paucity of
samples (results are omitted where VF < 0:01, also see Fig. 11).
All contributory topologies attain peak mean positive values at
c  0:6. The contribution due to nodal topologies is greater than
that arising from focal topologies: the highest peak values being
attained by S2 and S8. In the stoichiometric premixed case with
Fig. 21. PDFs of j cosðhi;vÞj (i ¼ a;b and c for columns 1–3) for droplet case
ad=dth ¼ 0:06 in the case of /d ¼ 1:00 for initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 at t  4tchem.
Details as in Fig. 17.
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gies S1–S2 and S7–S8: the peak mean value is located at c  0:6
and is of the same order of magnitude as in the stoichiometric
premixed case with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0. However, the beha-
viour of S3 and S4 topologies is vastly different. The term Kc for
S4 topology in the initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 case exhibits a local
maximum at c  0:6 of the same order of magnitude as with initial
u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0, however a local minimum of similar magnitude,
but negative, can be seen at c  0:3. The behaviour of Kc for S3
topology in the initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 cases is even further
removed from that of S3 topology with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0,
as the mean values are visibly negative across the entire flame
and exhibit a local minimum at c  0:5 which is almost an order
of magnitude larger (but negative) than the local maximum
exhibited by the topologies S1–S2 and S7–S8 in the initial
u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 cases. The droplet cases with initial
u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0 exhibit behaviour somewhat similar to the corre-
sponding stoichiometric premixed case, but with mean values an
order of magnitude less than that attained in the stoichiometricpremixed case. The largest peak mean value of Kc is attained by
topology S8, as in the stoichiometric premixed case, although at
a location further into the flame at c  0:7. As the droplet size
increases this peak value drops and is replaced by a peak value
in the unburnt region of the flame at c  0:1. Topologies S1, S2
and S7 exhibit similar behaviour: peak mean values of Kc at
c  0:7 of smaller magnitude than in the corresponding stoichio-
metric premixed case and which decrease with increasing droplet
size. The mean values of Kc for topologies S3, S4 and S5 remain
close to zero. The topologies S3 and S4 exhibit predominantly pos-
itive mean values of Kc for small droplets, but the mean value of Kc
becomes negative as the droplet size is increased. The topology S5
exhibits negative mean values of Kc for all droplet sizes. Similar
behaviour is evident for topologies S1, S2, S3, S7 and S8 for the dro-
plet cases with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5, however the mean values
of Kc for topologies S4 and S5 are an order of magnitude greater
(but negative) than in cases with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0. The mean
value of Kc for topology S4 exhibits a minimum value which
shrinks in size (i.e. it assumes a less negative value) and moves
towards higher values of c as droplet size is increased. In contrast,
the mean value of Kc for topology S5 exhibits a minimum value
which grows in size (i.e. it assumes a more negative value) and
moves towards higher values of c as droplet size is increased.
The mean values of Kc over all topologies are also shown in
Fig. 22 (black solid lines). These values reveal the relative impor-
tance which should attributed to the individual topologies. Under
initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0 the mean values of Kc over all topologies
for the droplet cases shown here appear similar to that of the sto-
ichiometric premixed case, although noticeable differences are
apparent between the behaviour of the individual topologies.
When given their true weighting these differences largely disap-
pear. It can thus be seen that a single peak in the mean value is pre-
sent in both stoichiometric premixed and droplet cases and that
the magnitude of this peak decreases with increasing droplet size.
Under initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 the magnitude of the mean values of
Kc over all topologies is much smaller than the magnitude of the
peak values attained by certain individual topologies both in the
stoichiometric premixed and droplet cases. In the stoichiometric
premixed case the mean values of Kc over all topologies assumes
negative values for 0:5 < c < 0:75, whereas, in the corresponding
droplet cases, some positive values are evident, especially in the
case of small droplets.
A preferential alignment betweenrc and ea (ec), which is char-
acterised by high probability of cos2 a  1:0 (cos2 c  1:0), leads to
a positive (negative) Kc [33,97]. It has been shown elsewhere
[33,97] that rc preferentially aligns with ea when the strain rate
induced by flame normal acceleration overcomes turbulence
straining. In contrast, rc aligns with ec when turbulent straining
is dominant [33,97]. As the effects of heat release are stronger in
the stoichiometric premixed cases than in the corresponding dro-
plet cases, rc shows strong alignment with ea in the stoichiomet-
ric premixed cases (see Fig. 17), thus leading to highly positive
values of Kc, as opposed to the strong alignment with ec exhibited
by the corresponding droplet cases (see Fig. 18), thus leading to
lower positive, or even negative, values of Kc. Since the S8 topology
is associated with local high positive r ~u ¼ P (see Fig. 1), rc
aligns locally with ea to result in positive Kc for this topology
(see Fig. 18). As the turbulent straining becomes stronger with
increasing u0=Sbð/g¼1Þ, it more readily overcomes the strain rate
induced by flame normal acceleration, and, hence, the cases with
initial u0=Sbð/g¼1Þ ¼ 7:5 shows higher likelihood of obtaining nega-
tive values of Kc than in initial u0=Sbð/g¼1Þ ¼ 4:0 cases.
The contribution of different topologies towards the mean val-
ues of Kn conditional on c are shown in Fig. 23 for all droplet cases.
Fig. 22. Variation of Kc ¼ Kc  d3th=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ with reaction progress variable c for (top row) stoichiometric premixed case and (rows 2–4) droplet cases ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10
for /d ¼ 1:00 and (left to right) initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5 at t  4tchem. All topologies (black solid lines), focal topologies S1,4,5,7 (red–blue–green–magenta solid lines) and
nodal topologies S2,3,6,8 (red–blue–green–magenta dashed lines). Results are omitted where VF < 0:01. For all droplet cases with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 the value of Kc for
topology S5 (green solid line) has been reduced by a factor of 5 (i.e. in these cases for S5 the figure shows Kc=5, rather than K

c). (For interpretation of the references to colour
in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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mean values of Kn. In all cases shown here the mean value of Kn for
the S2 topology is negative and in most cases a minimum mean
value is attained at c  0:9. In contrast, the mean value of Kn for
the S8 topology is positive for all cases shown here and attains a
much higher mean value. The profiles of Kn for the S8 topology also
show a local maximum at c  0:1 and a maximum of far higher
value at c  0:9. However, the mean value of Kn when all topolo-
gies are considered together follows topology S2 rather than S8.
The minimum value attained by the mean value of Kn for all
topologies is greater (i.e. more negative) for initial
u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0 cases than for initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 cases.
Fig. 24 shows the contribution of different topologies towards
the mean values of V ¼ 2ðea cos2 ha;v þ eb cos2 hb;v þ ec cos2 ha;vÞX
conditional on c, which reveals that both the mean value and the
qualitative behaviour vary greatly for different turbulent intensi-
ties. The stoichiometric premixed case under the lower turbulence
intensity exhibits a peak mean value of V for topology S7 at
c  0:75. Themean values of V for topologies S1 and S8 exhibit peak
values at lower values of c (c  0:5 and c  0:65, respectively).
Topologies S2–S4 exhibit much shallower mean variation of V than
for topologies S1, S7 and S8, whereas topologies S5-S6 show negli-
gible mean contributions of V . The corresponding droplet casesexhibit high mean values of V for all topologies at low values of c
(c < 0:25). The positive mean contribution of V arising from the
S8 topology increases in magnitude as the droplet size increases.
Similarly the negative mean contribution of V arising from the S5
topology increases in magnitude (i.e. exhibits more negative value)
as the droplet size increases. When all topologies are considered
together, it is apparent that the mean value of V remains positive
across the entire flame brush both for the stoichiometric premixed
case and in the corresponding droplet cases, although, as may be
expected from the profiles of the individual topologies, the mean
value of V in the droplet cases is far smaller than that in the stoi-
chiometric premixed case. Under the higher turbulence intensity
the contributions of large magnitude arise due to the S3–S5 topolo-
gies both in the stoichiometric premixed case and in the corre-
sponding droplet cases. In the stoichiometric premixed case all
significant mean values of these topologies are negative, whereas
in the droplet cases S4 and S5 also exhibit significant positive mean
values, although the magnitude of the negative values exceeds that
of the positive values. The mean values of all topologies approach
negligible values as c tends to 1.0. The mean value of all topologies
combined does not reflect the highly negative values attained by
topology S5. It is influenced more by the other topologies and
remains close to zero in the droplet cases, especially for medium
Fig. 23. Variation of Kn ¼ Kn  d3th=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ with reaction progress variable c for (top to bottom rows) droplet cases ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 for /d ¼ 1:00 and (left to right)
initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5 at t  4tchem. All topologies (black solid lines), focal topologies S1,4,5,7 (red–blue–green–magenta solid lines) and nodal topologies S2,3,6,8 (red–
blue–green–magenta dashed lines). Results are omitted where VF < 0:01. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)
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apparent in the unburnt gas region (low c) and in the stoichiometric
premixed case a shallow minimum is apparent at c  0:6.
5. Conclusions
The flow topologies and the alignment of scalar gradient and
vorticity vectors with local principal strain rates for statistically
planar turbulent flames propagating into a droplet mist under
decaying turbulence have been analysed based on three-
dimensional DNS simulations for different values of droplet size,
droplet equivalence ratio and turbulence intensity. For the present
configuration, the fuel is supplied as droplets in liquid phase.
Droplets are found to evaporate predominantly in the preheat
zone, but some penetrate the flame front where they evaporate
and some of the evaporated fuel diffuses back towards the flame.
The chemical reaction in gaseous phase takes place predominantly
under fuel-lean conditions even for /d > 1. The flow topologies and
the alignment statistics of scalar gradient and vorticity vectors
with local principal strain rates in spray flames have been com-
pared to those of a statistically planar turbulent stoichiometric
premixed flame under similar turbulent flow conditions. It has
been found that predominantly fuel-lean combustion in spray
flame gives rise to smaller magnitude of positive dilatation rate
in the droplet cases than in the case of stoichiometric premixed
turbulent flames under similar turbulent flow conditions. It has
been found that the enstrophy in turbulent droplet cases decreases
monotonically from unburned gas to burned gas side for the turbu-
lent flow conditions considered here, whereas for same conditions
the stoichiometric premixed flames exhibit the evidences of the
flame generated vorticity. These differences have significant influ-
ences on the statistical behaviours of second and third invariants
(i.e. Q and R) of the velocity gradient Aij ¼ @ui=@xj, which in turn
leads to important differences in the distribution of Q , R and flow
topologies between turbulent spray and stoichiometric premixedflames. The distributions of the volume fractions of all the possible
flow topologies (i.e. S1—S8) across the flame have been analysed
and explanations have been provided to explain the distribution
of topologies across the flame front. It has been found that the vol-
ume fraction of the focal topologies decreases monotonically from
unburned gas side to burned gas side because of monotonic decay
of enstrophy from the leading edge of the flame. However, such a
monotonic drop of the volume fraction of focal topologies is not
evident for the stoichiometric premixed flame cases because of rel-
atively stronger flame-induced vorticity generation due to higher
rate of heat release than in the spray flame cases. The droplets in
turbulent spray flames are much more likely to reside in focal
topologies than in nodal topologies and in general this likelihood
increases with droplet size. The contributions of the flow topolo-
gies on relative alignment of scalar gradients (i.e. rc and rn),
and vorticity ~xwith local principal strain rates have been analysed
in detail. The scalar gradients, rc and rn, for spray flames have
been found to align with ec. This is in contrast to the predominant
collinear alignment ofrc with ea in the reaction zone for turbulent
stoichiometric premixed flames, but is similar to the preferred
alignment of passive scalar gradient with ec. The reduced reaction
rate and heat release due to predominantly fuel-lean combustion is
insufficient to align the scalar gradients with ea in turbulent spray
flames. The vorticity vector has been found to align with the
intermediate principal strain rate eb both for turbulent spray and
stoichiometric premixed flames. However, the extent of the align-
ment with eb and the variation in vorticity alignment with ea in the
case of spray flames are generally smaller than that in the stoichio-
metric premixed cases. The implications of the scalar gradient and
vorticity alignment with principal strain rates have been discussed
in details in terms of the statistical behaviour of the scalar–turbu-
lence interaction and vortex stretching terms and their depen-
dence on droplet size, droplet equivalence ratio and turbulence
intensity. In the present analysis, the thermo-physical properties
are taken to be temperature-independent for the sake of simplicity.
Fig. 24. Variation of V ¼ V  ðdth=Sbð/g¼1:0ÞÞ3 with reaction progress variable c for (top row) stoichiometric premixed case and (rows 2–4) droplet cases
ad=dth ¼ 0:06;0:08;0:10 for /d ¼ 1:00 and (left to right) initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 4:0;7:5 at t  4tchem. All topologies (black solid lines), focal topologies S1,4,5,7 (red–blue–
green–magenta solid lines) and nodal topologies S2,3,6,8 (red–blue–green–magenta dashed lines). Results are omitted where VF < 0:01. For all cases (both droplet and
premixed stoichiometric) with initial u0=Sbð/g¼1:0Þ ¼ 7:5 the value of Kc for topology S5 (green solid line) has been reduced by a factor of 5 (i.e. in these cases for S5 the figure
shows Kc=5, rather than K

c). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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which may lead to a rapid decay of enstrophy and turbulence on
the burned gas side of the flame. This behaviour is qualitatively
similar to the behaviour observed for turbulent spray flames where
both enstrophy and turbulence intensity decay from the unburned
gas side to burned gas side due to combined actions of rising kine-
matic viscosity with increasing temperature and dilatation rate
within the flame. Thus, the results of the present study are likely
to be qualitatively valid in the presence of temperature dependent
viscosity, which was previously demonstrated by Poinsot et al. [98]
and Louch and Bray [99] in the context of premixed flames.
Furthermore, monodisperse droplets are considered in this
analysis following several previous DNS studies [19,21–32]. This
simplification enables one to isolate the effects of the droplet size
independent of other parameters, which is one of the motivations
behind considering monodisperse system for the current analysis.
The flow topology distribution is determined by the statistics of
velocity gradient tensor Aij and its dependence on the Sauter mean
diameter (SMD) for a polydisperse system is expected to be at the
least qualitatively similar to the droplet diameter in a monodis-
perse system because the droplets with smaller SMD are likely to
evaporate faster and release fuel vapour more readily than a poly-
disperse system with larger SMD, which is qualitatively similar to
that the influence of droplet diameter in a monodisperse system.Although the qualitative nature of the statistical behaviour dis-
cussed in this paper is unlikely to be affected by the presence
detailed chemistry and transport, further analyses will be neces-
sary for deeper understanding based on detailed chemistry DNS
data for higher values of turbulent Reynolds number in the case
of both monodisperse and polydisperse systems. This will form
the foundation of some of the future analyses.
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